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Abstract. Numerous transport protocols and protocol enhancements (e.g. TCP-
ELN, WTCP, STP, etc) have been proposed for optimal performance in different
types of wireless networks. In this paper, we define “transport layer adaptation”
as the behavior of the transport protocol, with the goal of obtaining best per-
formance, when a mobile host moves across different wireless networks. While
defacto assumptions have been made in related work on the ideal characteris-
tics of such transport layer adaptation, no explicit work has been performed in
either identifying the nature of adaptation required, or the granularity at which
the adaptation should occur. In this paper, we argue that : (i) Transport mecha-
nism changes are how ideal transport adaptation should be performed. Neither
transport protocol nor protocol parameter change is sufficient enough for optimal
performance across heterogeneous wireless networks. (ii) Transport adaptation
has to be performed at a granularity finer than interface handoffs. Ideal trans-
port adaptation should change mechanisms even when the network characteris-
tics change within the same wireless network. We then present the design and
implementation of an adaptive transport layer framework called *TP that accom-
modates fine-grained runtime adaptation of transport mechanisms to achieve the
best performance in a given wireless network.

1 Introduction

A tremendous amount of research has been performed in the area of transport protocols
for wireless data networks over the last decade or so. It is well established that appropri-
ately designed wireless transport protocols can substantially improve the performance
experienced by mobile users [1–3]. Such protocols are designed specifically to address
characteristics of the wireless environment they are targeted for. For example, TCP-
ELN uses explicit loss notification to aid its congestion control in lossy networks [1].
WTCP [2] uses techniques specifically targeted to address the challenging characteris-
tics of wireless wide-area networks such as low and variable bandwidth and high and
variable delay. Similarly, STP addresses the limited reverse path bandwidth problem by
aggregating feedback messages from the receiver [3].

Although, the problem of transport layer design for any given wireless environment
is well addressed by existing research, the problem of transport layer behavior when a
mobile host moves across different types of wireless networks is relatively unexplored.
At the same time, the fact that mobile hosts are increasingly equipped with multiple
heterogeneous wireless interfaces has elevated the significance of the issue.
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In this context, we define transport layer adaptation 1 as the behavior of the trans-
port layer protocol, when the mobile host moves across different wireless networks.
Appropriately designed transport layer adaptation is critical for achieving the best per-
formance for a mobile host moving across heterogeneous wireless data networks. To-
ward identifying the ideal transport adaptation behavior required for such mobile hosts,
we consider two issues in this work:

1. What should be the ideal nature of transport adaptation? Should the adaptation
involve changing entire transport protocols at a time, or changing transport mech-
anisms as required, or simply changing only protocol parameters? We argue that
ideal transport adaptation should accommodate changes at the level of transport
mechanisms, and that neither transport protocol nor protocol parameter changes
are sufficient enough for optimal performance across heterogeneous wireless net-
works.

2. At what time granularity will such transport adaptation be required? Should the
adaptation be done only when there is a handoff between network interfaces or
will it be required even when network conditions change within the same wireless
network? We argue that the transport adaptation has to be performed at a time
granularity much finer than that of interface handoffs. Essentially, ideal transport
adaptation should change mechanisms even for change in network characteristics
within the same wireless network.

We then design and implement a runtime adaptive transport layer framework called
*TP2. *TP is a transport layer solution that accommodates the ideal nature and granu-
larity of transport adaptation. It allows for the reconfiguration of transport layer behav-
ior, while minimizing the impact of such transformations on applications, and hiding it
completely in the best case. Briefly, *TP provides a clear separation in the realization of
core and non-core transport functionalities, is fully modular, employs an event-driven
execution model, and allows for effective state propagation between different avatars of
the transport protocol as it transforms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows : In Section 2, we present in more
detail the transport adaptation issues addressed by this work. In Section 3, we present
the design and implementation of the adaptive transport layer framework called *TP.
We present case studies to evaluate the performance of the proposed *TP transport
layer framework in Section 4 and conclude the paper in Section 5.

2 On Transport Adaptation

In this section, we discuss the two key issues with respect to achieving ideal transport
adaptation. The arguments presented serve as the basis for the design and implementa-
tion of the *TP transport layer framework presented later in the paper.

1 For purposes of brevity, we refer to transport layer adaptation as simply transport adaptation
in the rest of the paper

2 The “*” in *TP represents a “wild-card” that can take the form of any desired transport protocol
solution.
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2.1 What Is the Required Nature of Ideal Transport Adaptation?

A transport protocol can be viewed at different levels of complexity and these levels dic-
tate the choices available for transport layer adaptation. The coarsest level of detail is
the entire transport protocol consisting of all the mechanisms used to implement the dif-
ferent functionalities. Change at the protocol level would require the replacement of one
transport protocol (say TCP-ELN) by another (say WTCP) for optimal performance. At
a finer granularity than protocol change, is change of one or more mechanisms used by
transport protocols. Examples of transport mechanisms include loss-based congestion
detection, rate-based congestion control, self-clocked data transmission and timeout-
based loss recovery. We note that this level of adaptation is the most complex because it
involves the co-existence of multiple previously unrelated modules. The finest level of
detail of transport protocols are the parameter values used by the transport mechanisms.
Protocol parameters include increase and decrease values in AIMD congestion control
mechanism, the number of SACK blocks used by the SACK acknowledgment scheme,
etc. Although protocol parameter change is the finest level of detail within the transport
protocol, it is also the easiest level of adaptation wherein the values of variables are
changed within the same transport protocol.

We argue that transport mechanism change is the ideal nature of transport adapta-
tion for efficient performance across heterogeneous wireless networks. Varying network
characteristics directly impacts the performance of transport mechanisms. For instance,
a high wireless loss rate adversely impacts any loss-based congestion detection mecha-
nism. Although the loss-based congestion detection mechanism used by say TCP-ELN
is affected adversely under high loss conditions, other transport mechanisms of TCP-
ELN such as window-based congestion control might not be affected. Thus change at
the granularity of transport protocols is not sufficient for ideal transport adaptation. Pro-
tocol parameter change is also not sufficient for achieving optimal performance under
all network environments. For instance, under high loss conditions, merely increasing
the number of SACK blocks (a protocol parameter) would not achieve efficient conges-
tion detection as long as loss is used to detect congestion. In this case, an alternative
mechanism to loss-based congestion detection such as delay-based congestion detec-
tion should be used3. Thus, any transport adaptation framework should have the ability
to change transport mechanisms constituting transport protocols. We incorporate this
observation as a design element in the *TP adaptive transport layer framework.

2.2 What Is the Ideal Time Granularity for Transport Layer Adaptation?

The coarsest level of time granularity for transport layer adaptation is across transport
layer sessions. This level of adaptation is triggered by application requirements rather
than wireless networks. Another level of transport adaptation granularity is change of
elements when there is a vertical handoff from one wireless network to another. In [5],
the authors define a vertical handoff as the shift from one wireless network to another.
Another alternative level of granularity for transport layer adaptation is when there is

3 In [4], we present a comprehensive set of simulations based performance results that support
the above arguments.
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“significant” change of network characteristics within the same wireless network. By
“significant” change, we refer to change in network characteristics which would lead
to degradation of the performance of the transport protocol currently being used. These
can happen due to several reasons including “horizontal handoffs” from one access
point (or base station) to another possibly overloaded access point, traveling through a
low-signal area like a tunnel, etc.

Any wireless network can be characterized in terms of its bandwidth, loss rate and
delay properties. Each transport mechanism has an optimal operating region in this net-
work characteristics space governed by the specific operations of the mechanism. For
example, loss-based congestion detection is not efficient under high wireless loss con-
ditions. At the same time, it can be shown that wireless loss rates can vary significantly
even within the same wireless network such as WLANs depending on the location of
the communicating entities. Similarly, depending on the amount of multiplexing per-
formed at the gateway of a WWAN cell, the delay jitter characteristics of the network
can change within the WWAN. Thus we argue that, given the fact that transport mecha-
nisms are effective in specific network conditions and that network conditions can vary
even within the same wireless network, transport layer adaptation should be performed
when network characteristics change significantly even within the same wireless net-
work4.

3 *TP: A Unified Transport Layer Framework

In this section, we present the design elements of *TP, an adaptive transport layer frame-
work, that can accommodate the mechanisms used in different transport protocols, and
dynamically transform itself to exhibit the behavior of the transport protocol best suited
for a given environment. The principal focus of the adaptive framework is the ability to
accommodate multiple alternative transport mechanisms that will be absorbed into the
framework from different transport layer solutions. Hence, we primarily focus on how
the framework supports such dynamic reconfigurability.

3.1 Design Goals

The design goals of the *TP framework reflect the solutions to the transport adaptation
problems we have identified. The goals include:

Reconfigurability: A key design goal of *TP is the ability to reconfigure itself to use
the transport layer mechanisms best suited for a given environment. The reconfiguration
of mechanisms is triggered by changes in network characteristics such as the increase
in loss rates and delay jitter, or simply interface handoffs. Unlike other configurable
frameworks and protocols proposed in related work [6], *TP is designed to support
run-time reconfigurability with minimal application intervention. Note that since most

4 Interested readers are referred to [4] for performance results substantiating the above argu-
ments.
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of the changes in network characteristics do not require the awareness of the applica-
tion, it is desirable to design a transport layer framework that can seamlessly perform
reconfiguration with minimal disruptions to the application.

Extensibility: *TP is designed as a generic framework that can accommodate various
mechanisms used in different transport layer protocols. Therefore, *TP by nature is
an extensible framework that can “plug-in” any new or existing transport mechanisms.
The performance of *TP is not limited to any specific transport protocol or mecha-
nism. Instead, whenever a better mechanism tailored to the characteristics of a given
environment becomes available, *TP can use these protocols for achieving higher base-
line performance. The design of *TP ensures that whenever the network characteristics
become favorable to any module already registered, it will be invoked to perform the
corresponding functionality. Toward this goal, *TP defines a set of interface functions
that facilitate new protocols to be incorporated into the *TP framework.

Minimal Overheads: While *TP allows flexible reconfigurability and extensibility of
transport mechanisms, it does not trade overheads for the ability of fine-grained trans-
port adaptation. *TP is designed to incur minimal overheads compared to a static trans-
port protocol (e.g. WTCP and STP). The overheads that need to be minimized in a
dynamic protocol like *TP include: (i) Complexity: The execution efficiency of *TP
should not be sacrificed simply because modules are dynamically composed. In other
words, *TP should minimize the computation overheads, such that any host can sup-
port as many connections using *TP as connections using a static transport protocol.
(ii) Redundancy: The redundancy due to repetitive implementations of any functional-
ity in different modules should be minimized. In other words, the memory footprint of
*TP should be kept at a minimum. (iii) Latency: The latency incurred during reconfig-
uration of mechanisms can cause interruptions or disruptions at the application layer.
Since it is possible that reconfiguration occurs several times in a connection, such a
“reconfiguration” latency should be kept to a minimum.

3.2 Design Elements

We now present the key design elements in *TP that allow it to meet the design goals
described earlier.

Triggers: The reconfiguration of mechanisms in *TP is triggered by changes in one
or multiple network parameters pertinent to the transport mechanism in consideration.
The transport functionalities have dominating parameters associated with them which
influence which strategy to use in specific network conditions. Each potential module
to be used by *TP first specifies the network parameters that need to be monitored,
as well as the conditions (e.g. threshold values) for triggering the reconfiguration. *TP
is responsible for initiating the reconfiguration when the network conditions are met.
Whenever a decision is made to swap in a module, the corresponding module is loaded
into *TP, replacing the current module in use. The monitoring of the triggers and related
parameters is again performed by *TP.
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Separation of Core and non-Core Modules: As we mentioned earlier, the *TP frame-
work is invariant and independent of the specific protocols used, while individual mech-
anisms may be swapped in and out depending on the network characteristics. *TP
adopts a structured separation of permanent core and configurable non-core modules.
The core is the the *TP framework itself, and the non-core can be considered as differ-
ent transport mechanisms that may change across different operating conditions. Since
the core does not change, it can be optimized for achieving higher execution efficiency
and minimizing overheads. The non-core modules on the other hand consist of all the
transport mechanisms implementing various transport functionalities.

Modular Architecture and Execution Model: *TP uses a modular architecture for in-
corporating the non-core modules.5 Since the non-core transport mechanisms are those
that change across different network environments, the modular design of the non-core
mechanisms allows for fast swapping of modules in and out of the kernel, and fine-
grained adaptation of the transport protocol mechanisms. Together with an event-driven
execution model, the modular architecture facilitates ease of reconfigurability. In *TP,
the core maintains an event queue that is served through the invocation of non-core mod-
ules. When modules are invoked, they may in turn register further events in the event
queue, thus ensuring the execution of the proper set of mechanisms in the appropri-
ate order. Specifically, the event-driven execution greatly simplifies the reconfiguration
process in *TP as it merely involves replacement of appropriate event-handlers.

State Propagation: *TP allows the inheritance of transport layer state from one non-
core module to another when a reconfiguration is performed. Examples of states that can
be inherited across modules include the data buffer, the SACK scoreboard for reliability,
and the advertised window size of the receiver, etc. *TP enables such state propagation
by allowing non-core modules to maintain both public, and private state. Any public
state is maintained by the core, while the private state is maintained by the non-core
module. Thus, when a non-core module is swapped out, and a new non-core module is
swapped in, the new module has access to the public state left behind by the old module.

Mobile-host Centric Operations: *TP allows dynamic switching of different proto-
cols on the fly, and extending the protocol stack when newer protocols are developed.
While it is reasonable to assume that the mobile host will need to accommodate these
protocols for achieving the best performance in different wireless environments, it may
not be the case for the static Internet host. This is because static hosts in such a scenario
will have to accommodate all possible transport protocols in anticipation of commu-
nication from any mobile host in the Internet – which is clearly infeasible given that
there can be a multitude of protocols corresponding to the large number of heteroge-
neous wireless access technologies. Therefore, a setting adopted by *TP is to make the
mobile-host the primary seat of transport layer intelligence, irrespective of whether it is
acting as a sender or a receiver. In such a setting, any change runtime or otherwise can
be performed solely at the mobile host without any intervention at the static host.

5 Note that the *TP core is a static component, and hence does not need to be modular.
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3.3 Software Architecture

*TP is a mobile-centric framework with the mobile host being the primary control for
the protocol operation. The static host in *TP is very simple. When the static host acts
as the receiver, it simply sends feedback information used by the mobile host (sender)
such as ACK and SACK information. When the static host acts as the sender, on the
other hand, it merely responds to requests from the mobile host for sending data. In
other words, the static host plays a passive role responding only to instructions sent
by the mobile host. The reconfiguration occurs at the mobile host depending on the
network environment.

Figure 1 shows a high level architectural diagram of *TP at the mobile host. We
refer to it as *TP for purposes of presentation, and qualify it only when the reference
is to the static host. As shown in the figure, the *TP functionality is separated into the
fixed core and reconfigurable non-core.
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The core consists of the following components:

Interfaces with the Application and IP: The core provides a fixed interface for the
application layer and the IP layer to communicate with *TP. Any communication com-
ing in from the application including data and control (say, socket options, connection
open and close) is handled by the core. Similarly, any communication coming in from
the IP layer is handled by the core.

Global Data Structures: The data maintained by the core includes the send and re-
ceive buffers, the public state, and the event queue. The handling of the buffers by the
core is clear since the reconfiguration of transport modules should not affect the data in
the buffer. The public state is used for state inheritance and serves as a shared space for
non-core modules to communicate with each other. Finally, the event queue is related
to *TP’s execution model.

Transport Engine: The core in *TP supports the backbone of the transport layer
framework, and hence any intelligence that pertains to the transport protocol opera-
tions (which change under different environments) is provided by the non-core mod-
ules. Note that in *TP, not only the transport modules can be reconfigured, but the logic
(e.g. sequence of execution) for the execution of these non-core modules (in response
to transport layer events) is also reconfigurable. Hence a transport protocol developed
in the *TP framework not only can use *TP to incorporate new transport modules, but
also can decide how and in what form the modules are used. This is facilitated by allow-
ing the transport protocol developed to provide a transport logic. The logic is loaded
along with the non-core modules, but it is the core’s transport engine that executes the
transport logic. The transport engine, depending on events registered in the event queue,
uses the transport logic to execute the appropriate non-core modules.

Reconfiguration Entities: There are three components in the core that are related to
the reconfiguration initiation process: the trigger table, trigger monitors, and the adap-
tation manager. Non-core modules register the trigger and the condition for module
invocation with the core. The trigger is a logical combination of network parameters
monitored by various trigger monitors. The adaptation manager receives callbacks from
the trigger monitors when the conditions specified by non-core modules are met. The
adaptation manager uses the trigger table to identify which modules and logic to use,
and loads the corresponding modules from the module library into the non-core.

The non-core modules reflect the traditional transport layer intelligence, including
reliability, congestion control, and flow control. The specific logic used to combine
the modules together for achieving a transport layer functionality is part of the trans-
port logic. The transport logic in *TP is in fact an event/handler table that maps the
events registered with the engine and the available non-core modules. Thus, it acts
as the liaison between input events to the transport framework, and the actual trans-
port functionality. Moreover, it also acts as the enabler for communication between the
non-core modules, through the generation and servicing of internal events. Non-core
modules communicate with each other solely through the generation and servicing of
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events, and the public state maintained by the core. The non-core module can read
and write from/into the public state. Non-core modules can interface with the core
through registering events in the event queue, and data exchange in the send/receive
buffer.

4 Case Studies

In this section, we present case studies to evaluate the performance of the *TP frame-
work in comparison with other transport protocols. The specific transport protocols we
compare against are TCP-ELN [1], WTCP [2], STP [3]. We use these protocols as
representative tailored protocols for their respective target environments of wide-area,
satellite, and local-area wireless networks respectively. The case-studies help in un-
derstanding the benefits obtained by using an adaptive transport framework solution,
which can perform runtime re-reconfigurability and modular composition of transport
mechanisms.

4.1 Experimental Network Topology

Our experimental test-bed consists of Dell Inspiron laptops and Pentium-based personal
computers. The static machines are interconnected using 10Mbps WAN connection and
the mobile hosts are connected to the base station (access point) using an IEEE 802.11b
wireless connection with a raw signaling bandwidth of 2Mbps. The network topology
is depicted in Figure 2. We have implemented the three protocols, TCP-ELN, WTCP
and STP in the Linux 2.4 kernel. Implementation details about the mechanisms used by
each of the protocols can be found in [4].
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Target FTP Flow

Background TCP Flow

Background UDP On/Off Flow

Fig. 2. Network Topology
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4.2 Network Environment Parameters

Any network environment can be captured by the bandwidth, packet loss and delay of
the network. We use the mean (average) bandwidth, packet loss and delay as well as
the variance of the bandwidth and delay to capture the specific wireless environment.
Different wireless networks have different values for the above parameters and we an-
alyze the performance of the different transport mechanisms across varying values of
the above-mentioned parameters. We use the values given in Table 1 for the different
wireless data networks. The data rate is the average bandwidth that the wireless link
supports; the fluctuation period is the frequency at which the bandwidth varies (the
magnitude of variation is 30% of the mean bandwidth of the link) - the fluctuation pe-
riod is represented as the percentage of the delay of the link; the packet loss rate is the
average drop rate of the uniform loss module. The magnitude of jitter is represented as
a percentage of the average one-way delay across the wireless link.

Table 1. Wireless network characteristics

Data rate (Kbps) Average Packet Delay (ms)
(Fluctuation Period) Loss Rate (%) (Jitter)

WLAN 2000 (500%) 1 50 (10%)
WWAN 300 (250%) 5 250 (20%)

Satellite network 100 (250%) 5 1000 (30%)

4.3 Lossy WLANs

We know that in WLANs, as the loss rate increases, loss-based congestion detection
mechanism degrades in performance. This is due to the inability of the mechanism to
detect congestion because of insufficient information about the network at high packet
loss rates. We use loss-rate as the trigger parameter for the loss-based congestion de-
tection mechanism and the threshold value is set to 2%. When the *TP trigger module
detects that the loss rate increases beyond 2% then it switches the loss-based conges-
tion detection to a delay-based congestion detection mechanism which does not suffer
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much in lossy environments. We can see from Figure 3(a) that *TP performs well even
as the loss rate increases within the WLAN environment. We can see that the slope of
the curve corresponding to the throughput of *TP follows the best set of mechanisms
for the given conditions. This is because of the capability of *TP to choose and use the
best available mechanisms at run-time.

4.4 Bandwidth Fluctuation in WWANs

The tuned-rate acknowledgment scheme, such as the one used by WTCP, that performs
well in WWAN conditions suffers when the bandwidth fluctuation increases. Since
bandwidth fluctuations can be considered to be the norm in both CDPD and higher gen-
eration wireless wide area networks, an ideal transport adaptation solution should be
able to change the acknowledgment scheme when the bandwidth fluctuation increases
beyond a certain threshold value. *TP has the capability to accommodate both the self-
clocked (such as the one used in TCP) and tuned-rate acknowledgment schemes and
can swap between them depending on the operating conditions. We use bandwidth fluc-
tuation as the trigger for the acknowledgment scheme and the threshold value to be
100% of the delay in the network. We observe from the results in Figure 3(b) that *TP
achieves the best performance by swapping the acknowledgment mechanism used when
the network conditions degrade. As noted earlier, *TP achieves the best throughput for
a given set of transport mechanisms because of its ability to change mechanisms in an
intelligent fashion using triggers.

4.5 Jitter in Satellite Networks

Both delay-based and inter-packet separation-based congestion detection mechanisms
suffer under high delay variations. Although the delay-based scheme performs well in
high-loss satellite environments, it has to be replaced by the loss-based scheme when
the jitter increases beyond a threshold. *TP achieves precisely this functionality by
swapping the congestion detection mechanisms if the trigger, namely jitter, value is
beyond a threshold value. We see from the result in Figure 3(c), that by performing
such fine-grained adaptability *TP is able to achieve best performance even in varying
network conditions. Here we can see that even as the performance degrades due to the
original congestion detection mechanism suffering at high jitter, *TP is able to adapt its
behavior to use a different mechanism better-suited for the high jitter conditions.

5 Summary

In this paper, we consider the problem of transport adaptation in heterogeneous wireless
data networks. Specifically, we answer the questions relating to the ideal nature and
granularity of transport adaptation. We argue that an ideal adaptation solution should
be able to change mechanisms at a granularity finer than normal interface handoffs. The
change in mechanisms should happen even as the network characteristics change within
a single wireless network. We design and implement a runtime adaptive transport layer
framework, called *TP, that accommodates the requirements of adaptation determined
by the performance evaluation.
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